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In this paper, I conduct an empirical analysis of the
behavior ofbank holding company stock returns with the
goalofidentifying theeffectofportfolio composition onthe
risks embodied in those returns. Using a modified ar-
bitrage pricing theorymodel, I testforsignificant balance
sheet effects on both the market and nonmarket compo-
nents of bank stock systematic risk. I find that several
categories ofbankassets aresignificant inexplainingbank
stock risk profiles. Among other things, I discuss the
importance of these findings in light of the risk-based
capital standards and suggest that noncredit types ofrisk
may need to be incorporatedinto bank capital standards if
capital levels are to reflect risk accurately.
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A common theme in recent discussions of U.S. banks
and banking markets is the evaluation of risk. While it is
widely accepted that banks are in the business of taking
and managing risks, the question arises why some banks
are riskierthan others, evenin thefaceof similar economic
conditions. This theme has been echoed in the press, in
academic studies, and in speeches given by government
officials and bank regulators. The importance of under-
standing thedeterminants ofbank risk has been heightened
bythe recent poor performance of U.S. banks as wellas by
the ongoingincidence of bank failures. Moreover,theissue
becomes a public policy concern each time another bank-
ing organization fails, thus requiring the FDIC to step in
and spend funds out of its already diminished reserves.
In recent months, much of the discussion relating to
bank risk has involved the risk-based capital standards
being phased in among the Group of 10 countries in
Europe, North America, and Asia. These standards require
banks holding riskier assets to maintain a larger capital
cushion against losses, therebyreducing thelikelihood that
losses will deplete bank capital and lead to failure. Unlike
traditional capital regulations thatestablish a fixedamount
of capital (relative to assets) for all institutions, the risk-
based standards set a variablecapital cushion based on the
perceived credit risk of the bank's underlying assets.
In setting the appropriate amount of capital an institu-
tion must hold, the risk-based capital standards assign
bank assets to a small number of categories, each with its
own apparent degree of riskiness and, thus, its own risk
weight. The categories (and the weights) were determined
based on assessments of the credit risk associated with
different classes of bank assets. Some critics of the risk-
based capital requirements argue that thecategories are too
crude to be meaningful, that is, they ignore important
information relevantto determining the risk of bank assets
in order to streamline the standards and make them easier
to implement. Others criticize the standards for failing to
address non-credit types of risk, such as interest rate risk
and asset concentration risk.
In the current study, I attempt to identify some of the
determinants of bank risk by evaluating the influence of
53bank portfolio composition on the behavior of bank hold-
ing company stock returns. In an earlier study (Neuberger
1991),I estimated the sensitivity of bank stocks to overall
stock market conditions and to changes in interest rates. I
showed that these sensitivities have varied considerably
over time and that significant differences exist among
banks in the sensitivities their stocks display to these two
factors. Starting from a similar perspective in the current
work, Irelate the observed sensitivity ofbank stockreturns
to the composition of bank asset portfolios. If bank risk is
explained at leastpartially by the decisions banks make in
allocating funds among different assets, then we should
observe systematic variations in bank stock sensitivity
based on the profile of their asset portfolios.
A related goal of the current work is to evaluate bank
stock risk in lightofthe risk-based capital standards. More
specifically, I attempt todetermine if some ofthe classes of
assets consideredeess risky under the risk-based standards
actually do exert less of an impact on the risk of bank
stocks. For example, are single-family mortgage loans a
"safer" investment than loans to private businesses? The
risk-based capital standards assert that they are by requir-
ing banks to hold half as much capital in support of a
residential mortgage than a commercial and industrial
loan. The analysis below shedssome light on whether such
distinctions are empirically important by estimating the
effect these different classes of assets have on bank stock
risk.
I. BANK STOCK RISK AND BANK PORTFOLIOS
In order to address the role of portfolio composition on
bankstock risk, I need an appropriate model of bank stock
returns. One basic model of asset returns is the Capital
AssetPricing Model (CAPM), developedby Sharpe (1964)
and Lintner (1965). In this model, the return on a com-
pany'sequity shares over and abovethe return on a riskless
asset is explained solely as a function of the return on the
"marketportfolio," a perfectly diversified portfolio of all
assets. In practical applications of the CAPM, a broad-
based stock market measure, such as the return index on
the S&P 500, is used as aproxy forthereturn onthemarket
portfolio, and the risk-free rate of return often is ignored.
This model segregates asset risk into two broad categories:
risk that is related to the return on the market portfolio,
called market or systematic risk, and risk that is unrelated
to the market return, so-called nonsystematic or residual
risk.




where Rjt is the return on asset j in period t, RM t is the
return on the market portfolio of stocks, f3j is an estimated
coefficient that represents the sensitivity of the return on
asset j to overall stock market returns, uj is an estimated
constant term, and Ejt is a residual.
The estimated beta valuefrom equation (1)measures the
covariance of the individual asset's return with the return
on the overall stock market. If the asset return moves in
proportion to changes in the overall market's return, then
the estimated value of f3j will be close to 1. Such assets are
said to have average market-related risk. An asset with f3j
greater than 1 .carries above average market risk and
typically must provide an aboveaverage expected return in
order to induce investors to hold it. The equity shares of
banks holding well-diversified portfolios of assets are
likely to exhibit about average market risk.
Despite the theoretical appeal ofthe CAPM, it often has
been found wanting in empirical applications. More speci-
fically, factors in addition to the return on the market
portfolio havebeen found tobe significant inexplaining the
returns on individual assets. For example, Stone (1974)
suggested an extension of the basic CAPM formulation.
He reasoned that asset returns ought to depend not only on
the return on the market portfolio of stocks, but also on the
return on an alternative debt instrument. This "two-index
model" identifies two sources of systematic risk for asset
returns: The first is equivalent to the systematic risk of
the CAPM and is the risk associated with the return on the
market portfolio; the second is related to returns on debt
securities and is sometimes referred to as interest rate risk.
Residual risk in this model is any risk that is unrelated
either to the market return or to interest rates. 1
It is notable that the stock returns of most companies do
not exhibit any significant sensitivity to the debt return
variable of the two-index model. However, the asset and
liability characteristics of financial intermediaries would
seem to make them likely candidates for significant sen-
sitivity to interest rate changes. Bank and thrift holding
company stock returns thus havebeen a frequent object of
study byfinancial economists. The evidence on the interest
rate sensitivity of financial intermediaries, however, is
mixed. Chance and Lane (1980) and Sweeney and Warga
(1986) found that financial institutions tended not to have
consistent or significant sensitivity to changes in interest
rates. They showed, instead, that the stocks of utilities as a
group exhibited more pronounced interest rate risk than
'Stone (1974) originally proposed the two-factor model by appealing to
an intuitive argument that asset returns ought to depend on alternative
investments in the stock and bond markets. However, the model has a
sound theoretical basis since it can be derived from Merton's intertem-
poral CAPM (1973).
Economic Review I 1992, Number 3any other industrygrouping. In contrast, anumber ofother
studies have shown that the stock returns of financial
intermediaries do exhibit significant, though not neces-
sarily stable, interest rate risk. Among the studies finding
significant interest rate sensitivity at banks and thrifts are
those conducted by Martin and Keown (1977), Lloyd and
Schick (1977), Lynge and Zumwalt (1980), Beebe (1983),
Flannery and James (1984a, 1984b), Booth and Officer
(1985), Kane and Unal (1988), and Neuberger (1991).
Some authors have attempted to explain the market and
interest rate sensitivity of bank stock returns by looking at
bank operations, portfolio composition, or other market
conditions. Rosenberg and Perry (1981) conduct such a
study using the CAPM framework, while Dietrich (1986)
uses a two-index approach to explain the risk sensitivity of
bank stocks as a function of bank balance sheet composi-
tion. Both of these studies find some evidence that individ-
ual bank characteristics affect the risk of bank stock
returns. Moreover, as these characteristics change over
time, the risks of bank stocks also change.
Several studies of bank stock returns have focused
specifically on theirinterest rate sensitivity. Some of this
research arose over concerns that maturity mismatches by
financial intermediaries may have left them dangerously
exposed to interest rate swings. This may have been
particularly important for thrift institutions in the early
1980s. Flannery and James (1984a), for example, derive a
measure of maturity mismatch between bank assets and
liabilities. After estimating a two-index modelon a cross
section of intermediary stock returns, they relate the esti-
mated interest rate coefficients from this regression totheir
duration gap measure. They find that the maturity mis-
match is significantly related to the observed interest rate
risk ofthe bank and thrift stocks they study.
Both the CAPM and thetwo-index model can be consid-
ered special cases of a more general asset pricing frame-
work, known as the arbitrage pricing theory (APT, Ross
1976). In this framework, asset returns are explained by
their relationship to a number of common factors. The
return on the market portfolio of stocks may be one such
factor; changes in interest rates could be another. However,
this more general framework allowsfor many other influ-
ences to affect asset returns in a systematic way. In itsmost
general terms, the APT suggests that asset returns can be
represented by the following process:
(2) Rj = aj + bjlIl + bj2I2 + .. , + bjnIn + ej ,
where the Is are the common factors or indexes that
systematically affect asset returns and the bs (also called
factor loadings in APT parlance) represent the sensitivity
ofthe asset to the different indexes.
Equation (2) describes the process that generates asset
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
returns. Byitself, it saysnothing abouthowfinancial assets
should be priced in equilibrium. Nevertheless, the APT is
an equilibrium asset pricing model. Like the CAPM, this
model argues that only systematic risk matters for the
pricing of assets. It ignores nonsystematic risk because
such risk can be diversified away. In the APT, the systema-
tic risk of any asset ischaracterizedbythevectorofbs from
equation (2). This vector can be thought of as a multi-
dimensional version of the market beta from the CAPM.
According to the APT, assets that exhibit the same sys-
tematic risks must be priced in equilibrium to offer the
same rate ofreturn. Ifnot, then investors could buy and sell
the different assets and risklessly profit from the transac-
tion. Opportunities for such riskless arbitrage prevent
assets from selling at anything but their equilibriumprices.
The vector of bs from equation (2) summarizes the sys-
tematic risk ofanasset and, according to theAPT,isthepri-
mary determinantof the asset's price. This implies that the
expected return on any asset can be described as afunction
of its vector of factor loadings. The theory also implies that
each of these factor loadings should be "priced" in equi-
librium. This means thateverybshould beassociated with a
risk premium. These risk premia measure the increased
return that an investor receives for bearing the systematic
risk associated with the corresponding factors and can be
estimated using the equation:
(3) E(R) = A O + Albjl + A2bj2 + ... + Anbjn,
where Ai is the risk premiumthat measures the increase in
expected return for a one-unit increase in the ith factor
loading. 2
The APT predicts that all assets are affected bythe same
set of systematic factors. Unfortunately, the model pro-
vides no guidance as to which factors are important in
explaining asset returns. A number of studies have at-
tempted to identify possible sets offactors that arecommon
across broad portfolios of assets (see, for example, Chen,
Roll, and Ross 1986). In contrast to the factors, the APT
predicts that asset risk profiles (that is, the set of factor
loadings) differ across assets and likely depend on charac-
teristics that are specific to each asset. Little empirical
work has been done to investigate the characteristics of
individual assets that are importantin explaining their risk
profiles.
2In applications of the APT, equation (2) is sometimes estimated for a
sample of assets (or portfolios of assets) over a particular time period.
The estimated vector of bs is extracted from these estimates, and then is
used to estimate equation (3) over adifferent time period. This two-step
procedure yields estimates of the risk premia associated with the
different factors.
55It is reasonable to assume that these risk profiles (the bs
from equation (3)) depend on some distinguishing charac-
teristics of each asset. In the case of banks, recent develop-
ments in capitalregulation suggest that regulators view the
composition of bank asset portfolios as an important
determinantofbank risk. Therisk-based capital guidelines
set differentrequired levelsof capital for each of a number
of categories ofbank assets. These asset categories were
established based on perceptions of the relative credit risks
of the different assets. Box 1provides somedetail on the
risk weights of several broad groupings of bank assets. In
this paper, I use a modified APT model to test whether the
stock market confirms this regulatory view that portfolio
allocations are significant in explaining the risk of bank
holding company stock returns.
Box 1
Selected Asset Categories
and Risk Weights under the
Risk-Based Capital Standards
Asset Category Risk Weight
Treasury and Government Agency securities
(includes GNMA mortgage-backed securities) apercent
FNMA and FHLMC mortgage-backed securities 20 percent
Privately issued mortgage-backed securities and
residential mortgage loans 50 percent
Commercial & industrial loans and loans to
individuals 100 percent
The risk-based capital standards set minimum capital ratios at 8
percent of risk-weighted assets. More specifically,the standards call
forTier 1capital (mostly equity) of at least 4 percent, and sufficient
Tier 2capital to bring the total to 8percent. Risk-weighted assets are
determined as the book value of assets in each of the different
categories multiplied by the corresponding risk weight. In effect,
this means that banks must hold the full 8 percent of capital against
assets in the 100 percent risk weight category, 4 percent against the
50 percent risk-weighted items, and no capital against zero risk-
weight assets like Treasury securities.
The risk-based capital standards also establish required levels of
capital to support off-balance sheet activities, such as interest rate
and foreign exchange swaps and options. The required amounts of
capital for these activities generally depend on the type and maturity
of the contract and the cost of replacing an existing contract with a
newone. These capital requirements are intended to reflect thecredit
risk associated with these activities and do not currently incorporate
any hedging effects they may have on the interest rate or foreign
exchange risk of the bank.
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In this model, I assume there is one common factor for
all bank stocks, namely, the return on the market portfolio.
I then hypothesize that the proportion of bank portfolios
allocated to different assets represents a set of characteris-
tics that are importantdeterminantsof their risk profile and
thus are significant in explaining bank stock returns.
Defining Ij; as the proportion of the ith asset (relative to
total assets) in the portfolio of bank j, this model can be
expressed as
(4) Rjt = aj + f3jRMt + 2,)\j;Ijit + Ejt·
While equation (4) captures the direct effects of portfo-
lio composition on bank stock returns, these asset shares
also may exert an indirect influence by altering the market
risk of bank stock returns. The original market model
views an individual asset's beta as constant over time.
However,subsequent research confirms that the sensitivity
of bank stocks to the market portfolio (as well as to other
systematic factors) is not constant (Kane and Unal1988,
Kwan 1991, Neuberger 1991). One interpretation of the
market beta is that it represents an average of the market
risks associated with each of the assets in the bank's
portfolio. Changes in the bank's asset mix, therefore,
will change the overall market risk of the bank's stock
returns. I test for these indirect effects by allowing the
estimatedcoefficientf3j todepend(at least partially) on the
proportion of the bank's assets allocated to different asset
categories. 3 This dependence changes somewhat theinter-
pretation of the direct effects: The estimated Acoefficients
from equation (4) reflect the influence of portfolio com-
position on the nonmarket component of systematic risk.
I assume that the relationship between asset allocations
and estimated beta values is additive. Thus, the hypothesis
that market risk is variable and depends on portfolio
composition can be expressed as
(5)
where each coefficient 'Yj; represents the impact of asset
share i on the stock market sensitivity of bank j's equity,
and 'YjO is the portion of market risk that is unrelated to the
bank's asset allocations. If portfolio composition affects
the market risk of bank stocks, then the estimated valuesof
'Yj; should differ significantly from zero. The sign of these
coefficients will determine whether the specific asset cate-
gories increase or decrease the sensitivity of the bank's
stock return to the overall stock market.
These relationships can be expressed in a single equa-
tion by substituting equation (5) into equation (4):
"This dependence also means that the estimated coefficient varies over
time and thus requires a time subscript in the subsequent equation.
Economic Review / 1992, Number 3+ 2i (~iPjit) + vjt,
where v, is acombinationoftheerror terms from equations
jt
(4) and (5).The dependence ofthe stockmarket beta onthe
composition of the bank's balance sheet adds.several
"interacted" variables totheempirical model. Themterac-
tions are between the return on the market portfolio of
stocks and the asset share variablesfrom the bank's portfo-
lio. The coefficients onthese interaction terms measure the
indirect effects of portfolio composition on the estimated
market risk of bank stocks.
An additional bank characteristic that may influence
bank stock returns is the financial leverage of the bank.
Since banks are subject to capital regulation, there arereg-
ulatory limits on the extent to which bankingfirmscan lev-
erage their operations. Nevertheless, many banks choose
to hold more (sometimes significantly more) than the
required minimum level of capital. Option-based models
of bank risk take explicit account ofleverage.In themarket
model approach, leverageeffects are implicitly assumed to
affect the market beta. In order to isolate these leverage-
related differences in risk, I interact bank leverage with
the return on the market portfolio. The empirical model
becomes
(7) Rjt = a} + 'YjORMt + 8j LE~t • RMt
+ 2i ('YjiPjit) • RMt + 2i Ol.jiPjit) + vjP
where LEVt is the book value of assets divided by the
market val~e ofbank equity, and 8j is an estimated coeffi-
cient that reflects the influence of bank leverage on the
market risk of bank stock returns.
I make one final adjustment to the model based on
econometric considerations. Equation (7) estimated on a
time series, cross-section of banking firms constrains the
estimated constant term (a in the equation) to be identical
across all banks in the sample and over the estimation
interval. This constraint may not be appropriate and may
bias the estimation results. To account for time-specific
effects that may affectall banks in the same way, I addtime
dummy variables (omitting the first period) to all of the
regressions.t I do not account for differences in the con-
stant term across banks because I expect that most of the
4An alternative method for incorporating the influence of time-specific
factors on stock returns is to include a time trend variable in the
regressions. This procedure, however,imposes a particul~ stru~ture ~n
the impactof time on the banks in the sample, namely, it r~q~lfes t~iS
effectto be linear. The procedure used here avoidsthat restriction while
still capturing the impact oftime-specific eventsthat influenceallbanks
in a similar way.
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cross-sectional variation in the sample will be captured
by the balance sheet variables. Since there ~s no e~o­
nomic significance to the coefficients on these time penod
dummy variables, I do not report them in the next section.
In evaluating the results presented below,it is important
to recognize that bank stock returns may not be the ideal
vehicle for identifying the determinants ofrisk that maybe
of interest to bank depositors or regulators. Ideally, it
would be preferable to obtain a direct measure of bank
asset orportfolio risk, and then search forthe determinants
of that measure of risk. Unfortunately, such direct meas-
ures typically are not available. One way around this
problem is to use an option pricing framework to evaluate
bank risk. This modeling approach provides an indirect
measure of bank asset risk based on the behavior of bank
stock and option prices. Examples of option-based models
of bank risk include studies by Levonian (1991), and
Cordell and King (1992).
In contrast to either direct or indirect measures of bank
asset risk, the risk of bank holding company stockreturns
reflects the market's perception of an amalgam of risks
associated with operating a bank. These include asset risk,
default risk, deposit insurance risk, chartervaluerisk, etc.
Focusing on the risks of holding bank stocks does not
provide specific evidence regarding bank asset risk. For
example, an increase in bank asset risk will havea positive
effect on bank stock risk, but the risk of holding bank
stocks could rise for reasons other than an increase in asset
risk. Nevertheless, the work presented here does provide
importantinsights into how bank portfolio allocation deci-
sions influence the market's perception of the combination
of risks incorporated in bank stocks.
II. EMPIRICAL RESULTS ON BANK PORTFOLIO
COMPOSITION AND BANK STOCK RISK
In this section, I present the results from estimating
equation (7) on a sample of 119 bank holding company
stock returns overthe quarterly interval from 1988to 1990.
The data for (monthly) bank stock returns are drawn from
the Compustat bank tapes, are adjusted for dividends and
splits, and then are summed to a quarterly frequency. The
balance sheet data are taken from quarterly Reports of
Condition (Call Reports).
Having two different sources of data for stock returns
and balance sheets poses an interesting problem for the
empirical work. The stock return data are forbank holding
companies. The balance sheet data are for individual
banks. Theproblem is thatmany ofthe largerbank holding
companies from the Compustat database own or control
multiple banks. In combining balance sheet data with the
holding company stock returns, it is desirable to have
57accounting data that accurately represent the balance sheet
of the holding company. One solution used in previous
work(e.g., Flannery andJames1984aandKwan1991) isto
use accounting data from thelargest bank subsidiary of the
holding company and to limit the sample to those lead
banks that hold at least, say, 75 percent of total holding
company assets. For the current project, 1summed indi-
vidual bank data from the Call Reports, thereby building
up more complete balance sheets for holding companies
with multiple bank subsidiaries. The combined balance
sheetdata used inthis studyaveragewellover90 percent of
holding companyassets during thefour-yearestimation in-
terval, considerably higher than in previous studies. The
database also includes significant changes in bank struc-
ture during this period, as it was necessary to keep track
ofsubsidiary sales andpurchases, bank mergers and acqui-
sitions, as well as failures and otherresolution procedures.
The result of this extensive data project is a consistent
sample of 119 of the largest bank holding companies in
the U.S. over the 12-quarter interval from 1988.Ql to
1990.Q4. 5
All of the reported results are from pooled regressions;
no individual bank estimates are reported. Thus, the
coefficients represent average estimated coefficients for
the banks in the sample. The asterisks in the table reflect
the degree of statistical significance of the estimated
coefficients. The coefficient forRM is tested against a null
hypothesis that thegroup of stocks exhibits averagemarket
risk, that is, that the valueof beta is one. All other tests are
performed against a null hypothesis that the estimated
coefficient is equal to zero.
Finally, in pooled cross-section regressions of the type
presented here, heteroskedasticity is a common problem
that can bias estimated standard errors and thus measures
of statistical significance. A frequently used procedure to
obtain consistent estimates of the covariance matrix and
coefficient standard errors is that proposed by White
(1980). In all of the regressions reported in this paper, I
have employed White's technique to obtain consistent
estimates of standard errors. 6
In Table 1, I present the regression results from the
model of bank holding company stockreturns using sever-
al non-overlapping categories of securities and loans.
5Although I originally collected data for the four quarters of 1987, pre-
liminaryregressions indicatedthat the 1987data contained a number of
anomalies. I therefore restrict theestimationinterval to the 1988to 1990
period.
6White's methodology may not be necessary if there is no evidence of
heteroskedasticity in the sample. Tests for the existence of hetero-
skedasticity showed that it did exist in the current data set and that
White's procedure was therefore appropriate.
S8
These asset groups comprise on average about 60 percent
of the assets of the banks in the sample. In addition to the
on-balance sheet assets, I also include in column (8) of the
table the sum of two of thelargest categories of off-balance
sheet activities: foreign currency and interest rate swaps,
options, and other contracts.
In each succeeding column ofTable 1, I include in the
regression one more asset share variable. In this way, I can
determine if an additional asset alters the previous esti-
mates, thereby indicatingthe presence of multicollinearity
among the different asset categories. As the results in the
table indicate, the estimated coefficients are fairly stable
across the different regressions. Most of the coefficients
that are significant in one regression remain so in succeed-
ing columns. Some point estimates do vary across the
regressions, and there is a tendency for standard errors to
rise somewhat, reducing the significance levels for some
coefficients as more balance sheet variables are added.
The estimated value of the market beta ranges between
2.7 and 3.4, suggesting that the banks in the sample
exhibited significantly higher than average market risk
during this period." Clearly this was an extremely volatile
period for bank stock returns relative to the market portfo-
lio of stocks. The leverage variable interacted with the
return onthe market portfolio is not statistically significant
in any of the regressions. This means that differences in
bank leverage appear to haveno identifiable impact on the
market risk ofbank holding company stockreturns, atleast
during the period of analysis used in this study.
Among the different categories of assets, the interacted
term for the sum of Treasury and government agency
securities has a negative coefficient that is statistically
significant in all of the regressions. This category encom-
passes assets with the most favorable risk' weights under
the risk-based capital guidelines. This includes Treasury
securities that require no capital support and mortgage-
backed securities issued by FNMA and FHLMC that re-
ceive a risk weight of 20 percent. These results provide
evidence that holdings of government securities exert a
negative impact on the market risk of bank stocks. Banks
with agreaterproportionofTreasury and agency securities
in their portfolios exhibit less stock return volatility with
respect to overall movements in the stock market than
banks holding a smaller proportion of these assets. This
7As in most empirical estimates of market-based models, the value of
the market beta depends crucially on the selected time period. Estimat-
ed beta valueshaveshownconsiderable volatility in previous studies (for
example, Neuberger 1991). Estimates of the currentmodel that included
1987 showed significantly lower estimated betas. Notably, the other
estimated coefficients were relatively stable and quite close to those
reported here.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 result is sensible in light of the relative safety of govern-
ment securitieswith respectto default risk. Ofcourse, such
securities may expose banks to interest rate risk. The
regressions provide some modest support for the existence
of significant nonmarket risk associated with these se-
curities. The first five columns show a positive coefficient
on the noninteracted government securities variable that is
significant at the 10 percent level. The significance of this
coefficient disappears in the subsequent regressions, sug-
gesting that the stock market may not price the extramarket
risk ofthese securities in bank portfolios.
For the other category of securities, privately issued
mortgage-backed securities, the interacted coefficient is
not statistically different from zero in any regression.
These securities do not exert any statistically significant
impact on the marketrisk of bank stock returns. However,
this asset category does have a stable and significant
negative noninteracted coefficient. Largerportfolio shares
of private mortgage securities are associated with lower
bank stock returns. The stock market in effect imposes a
"negative risk premium" on banks with proportionately
higher exposure to the nonmarket systematic risks of
holding these securities. Apparently, the market considers
this exposure to be relatively "safe" for banks, and thus
they receive a lower stock return for assuming it.
Among thedifferentloan categories in Table 1,commer-
cial real estate loans exhibit the strongest effect on bank
stock returns. The estimated coefficient on this interacted
variable is significantly positive in all but the first regres-
sion, indicating that these loans increase bank market-
related risk. Stock returns of banks with a greater propor-
tion oftheir assets in commercial real estate loans exhibit
greater sensitivity to changes in the overall stock market.
At the same time, the noninteracted variable for these loans
has a significant and negative coefficient. This suggests
that the nonmarket risk of these loans may actually be
negative.
The only other loan category to exhibit any significant
effect on bank stock returns is the interacted term for one-
to-four family residential loans. The estimated coefficient
on this variable is negative in all of the regressions and is
significant in all but the last column. These results provide
supportfor the notion that home mortgages may reduce the
market risk ofbank stock returns.
Finally, I consider in column (8) the influence of off-
balance sheet activities on bank stock risk and return.
These activities have grown rapidly in recent years, espe-
cially at largerbanks. Some critics suggest that the explo-
sive growth of these activities has increased bank risk in
significant, though difficult to measure, ways. Banks de-
fend the use of these instruments by claiming that they
providea hedge againstcurrencyand interestrate risk. The
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risk-based capital standards require some capital support
for off-balance sheet activities, recognizing that they entail
some credit risk. However, the capital guidelines ignore
any risk-reducing effects that such activities may have on
currency or interest rate risk.
As the results in column (8) indicate, the off-balance
sheet category has a positive and marginally significant
estimatedcoefficienton the interactedvariable, suggesting
that these activities are associated with greatermarketrisk
for bank stock returns:" This finding provides some sup-
port for including off-balance sheet activities in the risk-
based capital regulations and suggests that more work is
neededto understandthis rapidlygrowing market. Perhaps
more important, the off-balance sheet activities do not
show any statistically significant nonmarket risk effects.
At least for the banks in the sample, it does not appear that
off-balance sheet activities have reduced the extra-market
risk of bank stockreturns.
Interpretation ofResults
The findings presented here highlight a number of
interesting aspects regardingtheriskofbankstock returns.
First, portfolio composition appears to affect both the
market and nonmarket systematic risks of bank stock
returns." Several categories of assets exert a statistically
significant effect on bank market risk through the balance
sheet variables interacted with the market return. In addi-
tion, several asset categories exert an impact on bankstock
returns independent of market risk. In terms of the APT
model, this latterfinding suggests that the compositionof a
bank's asset portfoliomayrepresenta set of characteristics
that are significant determinants of its (nonmarket) sys-
tematic risk profile.
Second, the significant results among the interacted var-
iables provide some interestingempirical evidence regard-
ing the risk hierarchy ofthe risk-based capital guidelines.
Holdings of government securities, for example, appear to
8When the two types of off-balance sheet activities were included
separatelyintheregressions, eachshowed thesamestatistically signifi-
cant positiveinteractedcoefficient and no significance for the nonin-
teractedcoefficient. However, puttingboth types of off-balance sheet
activitiesinthesameregression producedevidence ofmulticollinearity.
Apparently, thesamebanksthatuseinterestratecontracts arealsothose
mostheavily involved in foreigncurrencycontracts. Bycombining the
twocategories intoone,theircombinedeffectcanbeestimatedwithout
any statisticalproblems arisingfrommulticollinearity.
9Asin all studiesof thistype,anyhypothesis testsaretestsofthejoint
hypothesis that(a)themodified APTmodeliscorrect,and(b)portfolio
composition isanappropriatesetofbankcharacteristics affecting bank
stockreturns.
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vides support for the preferentialtreatment given toTreas-
ury and other government agency securities in the risk-
based capital standards. The absence ofcredit risk inherent
in these securities provides banks with a "safehaven" that
is reflected in the reduced market risk of bank stock
retums. The weak evidence on the nonmarket risks of
government securities also may raise questions regarding
the empirical importance of any interest rate risk associ-
ated with holding them.
Among several broad categories of bank loans, neither
commercial and industrial loans nor loans to individuals
haveany significant effecton the market risk ofbank stock
returns. This finding is notable because these two catego-
ries of loans receive the highest risk weight under therisk-
based capital standards and yet they do not appear to
increase the market risk of bank stock returns. This result
mayraise somedoubtsasto whetherthehighestriskweight
is appropriate for these categories of loans. In contrast, the
results presented here support the preferential treatment
given to residential mortgages under therisk-based capital
rules. The regressions confirm that residential real estate
loans exhibit a significant risk-reducing influence on the
market risk of bank stock returns.
Anadditional interesting findingamong theloancatego-
ries is the result for commercial real estate loans. These
loans exert a strong positive effect on the market risk of
bank stock returns. This finding highlights the real source
of risk forbanks making real estate loans. Evenpriorto the
recent "real estate recession," the risky area of real estate
lending for banks has been for commercialprojects.
Turning to the noninteracted balance sheet variables,
several significant direct coefficients suggest that the cor-
responding assets are important in explaining nonmarket
systematic bank stock risk. Among these assets, govern-
ment securities have a marginally significant positive risk
premium associated with them, while private mortgage
securities and commercial real estate loans are associated
in the sample with significant negative risk premia.
However, the interpretationof these direct coefficients is
somewhat uncertain. The regression model relates portfo-
lio allocations to realized returns rather than expected
returns. as the theory suggests. A significant estimated
noninteracted coefficient, therefore, could represent afun-
damental relationship between bank stock returns and
portfolio composition or it could be indicative of (good or
bad) luck on the part of the bank in holding the particular
asset during the estimation interval. This is particularly
true given the relatively short time period over which the
model is estimated. It is thus unclear, forexample, whether
commercial real estate loans systematically affect the
nonmarket risk profile of bank stock returns or whether
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
banks thatmade these loansinthe1988to 1990period were
the victims of poor performance by these assets.
This same uncertainty should not affect the interacted
coefficients in the regressions. These coefficients repre-
sent the influence on market risk of the particular asset
category relative to the average market beta of thebanks in
the sample. Each asset in banks' portfolios may be consid-
ered to have its own associated market beta value. Thus,
there may exist a "beta" for making residential mortgage
loans or a similar measure for holding government se-
curities. The aggregate beta that a bankexhibits thus will
be a weighted average of the individual betas associated
with the different assets in its portfolio. As the asset mix
changes, so will the bank's market risk. If the market
model is an appropriate representation of asset returns,
then these interacted effects may be stable over time.
III. CONCLUSION
In the current paper, I conduct an empirical analysis of
the behavior of bank holding company stock returns with
the goal of identifying the effect of portfolio composition
on the risks embodied in those returns. I find that several
categories of assets in bank securities and loan portfolios
do alter the risk profileofbank stockreturns. Among other
things, I discuss the importance ofthese findings in light
of the risk-based capital standards and the different risk
weight categories that those standards use. The risk-based
capital guidelines are an important step in establishing
regulations that measure bank risk more accurately. How-
ever, these standards may need to be modified as new
evidence is uncovered about the risk effects ofdifferent
bank activities. Moreover, as banks respond to a changing
economic and regulatory environment, their asset mix may
change and alter the risk profile of their portfolios. This
undoubtedly has happened, for example, with respect to
off-balance sheetactivities. Capital regulation mayneed to
respond as well to these changing realities if required
capital levels are to reflect bank risk accurately.
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